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IT is natural, where no appreciable economy can be found in expense 
of transportation, that we should reject all difference in tariffs. 

9. We have now to examine what is upon this point, the special 
right, created by the conditions of contract accepted by the compa- 
nies. These acts, drawn up in 1844 and 1845, have been revised in 
later years, and the article relative to the reductions of tariff~ has re- 
ceived in 1857 a great change. 

The ancient cqnditions had the following clause in relation to pri- 
vate bargains : 

" In  case the Company shah accord to one or more forwarders, a 
reduction upon any of the prices of the tariff, before putting in execu- 
tion, it must inform the administration, and the latter shall have the 
right to declare the reduction once agreed upon, as binding upon all 
forwarders." 

The new article reads as follows: 
"When the company shall judge proper, whether for the whole dis- 

tance, or for a partial distance of the railroad, to reduce wi thor  with- 
out conditions below the limit determined by the tariff, the taxes it is 
authorized to collect, the reduced taxes shall not be raised till after a 
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delay of three months at least for passengers~ and one year for mer- 
chandise. 

"Every modification of tariff proposed by the companies shall be an- 
nounced a month beforehand by postings ; the collection of the modified 
tariffs shall not be made, except with the confirmation of the upper 
administration, conformably to the dispositions of the ordonnance of 
15th Nov., 1846. 

" T h e  collection of taxes must be made without distinction and with- 
out favor. Every private compact which has for effect the granting 
to one or more forwarders a reduction upon the approved tariffs, is 
formally forbid : tl~is disposition, however, is not applicable to compacts 
made between the government and companies for the interest of public 
service, nor to redactions which shall be granted by the companies to 
indigents. 

" In  ease of lowering the tariff, the reduction shall be made propor- 
tionally upon the toll and upon transportation." 

We see from these citations that the public administration has, since 
1845, recognised the danger of private compacts, since it has decided 
to pronounce their formal interdiction. As to reductions of tariffs, 
with or without conditions, they must in all cases be publicly an- 
nounced a month in advance, to be confirmed by the government, and 
applied without distinction or favor. The liberty of companies, is thus 
subjected to numerous restrictions; they can only proceed but with 
general measures, and their proposals before being applied, must be 
submitted to the double proof of public observation, and the inspection 
of the government, free to confirm or reject them. 

Such is the special right created by the contracts, with a wise and 
legitimate foresight. :Never was tile protecting intervention of public 
~uthority more necessary or better iustificd. We have seen ia the 
example already cited, that the Northern Company authorized to col- 
lect 27.90 ft. upon oil from Qui(~vrain to Paris has reduced its tariff 
to 10"50 ft.; it could still, without loss, go below this figure; but is it 
not an enormous power, this faculty of increasing at will by 17"40 ft. 
the price of a ton of oil, which is hardly worth 14 fr. at the mine ? If  
the company, supposed to act free without control upon its tariffs, see 
tlt to specially favor the Belgian mines, might it no~ grant them an im- 
mediate premium, far superior to the customs upon oil, 1"50 fr., and so 
render completely illusory the protection of the national work, which 
should be guaranteed? Would it not depend upon it also to artifi- 
cially render the conditions of industrial production, better at Paris 
and its suburbs, than at the intermediate places, Amiens for example, 
thus upsetting all geographical relations, and destroying the best esta- 
blished positions? I t  would suffice to maintain for these localities, 
the maximum tax o f  tariff, 13"20 fr., and to gran.t to Paris and its su- 
burbs the reduction of taxes to 10'50 fr. Is there not reason to fear the 
pbssible consequences of such a power exerted upon oil, an essential 
element in all fabrications ? The exercise of this power would not be 
confined to this commodity : the great latitude resulting from the ta- 
rift for the last class, incrcase.~ for the superior classes of merchandise 
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because the taxes rise much more rapidly than the expenses of traction. 
Without exaggeration, it may be said, no association ever had at its 
disposal a more powerful agent upon the industry and commerce of 
the country. From this results the stern necessity, consecrated by the 
conditions of their charter, of an elevated control to preside over the 
reductions of tariffs, whose consequences may be so favorable or dis- 
astrous, as they are inspired with a regard for the general interest, 
or with the too common and egotistic suggestions of private interest. 

The public administration being invested with the right of confirm- 
ing the proposed reductions of companies, may undoubtedly redueo 
the differential element of tariffs to the limit which we have indicate4 
as a maximum, to wit: the amount of economies in the cost of trac- 
tion, from the accepted conditions, relatively to the length, the mass, 
and the distribution of transportation. I t  can and should in our opin- 
ion, reject in so far as exceptional, or render general every reduction 
above this figure. 

I t  may possibly be objected, that thus operated, the reductions may 
not bear proportionally upon the tolls and transportation. This would 
not be exact; for nothing forbids a distribution of the'total amount 
of reduction determined in each case, proportionally to the figures of 
the two taxes. This estimation at a relative value is not at present 
efi'ected in the modified tariffs, and the reason is easily found. I t  has 
in fact a practical and possible application only in rare cases, where 
company uses its carriages upon a route of which it is not the grantee. 
Whatever may be the force of such an objection so easily raise4 
against our proposal, the distribution in question should never for an 
instant be opposed to the principle which governs this discussion, the 
rigorous obligation to maintain and hold safe, the fundamental base of 
our legislation, the equality of all as to taxation. 

10. Railroad Companies cannot be compared with private enter: 
prises. Most generally they act in virtue of a delegation of the pub- 
lic authority. Most of' them have received from the state either con- 
siderable subsidies, or guaranties of interest ; the only regard in which 
they may be compared with private industry, is in the execution of the 
transportation, and it is by reason of tile monopoly which they enjoy 
for this operation that the intervention and control of the government 
has become indispensable. 

To place, as has been sometimes (tone, a regulating check upon this 
monopoly, in the maximum limits of tariffs determined by acts of con- 
cession, is to fall into a complete illusion. These maxima arc applied 
only to passengers and costly merchandise, and not to those commo- 
dities which arc the object of the struggle with navigable routes. I t  
would be absolutely impossible for railroads, whatever the distance 
of the competing line, to raise their tariffs to the maximum level of 
their conditions of charter ; to raise the price of carrying oil betweert 
Quidvrain and Paris fl'om 10"5 fl'. to 27"9 would create an industrial 
revolution, and aside of the fear of inevitable evils the well-under- 
stood interest of the company would not permit it. 

We will not attempt to determine: for the different cases which 
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may be presented, a rate of tariff suited to the maxlmum of net pro- 
duets. To do this would require us to assign exactly the law of the 
variations of traffic corresponding with those of the taxes ; yet we will 
cite an example within our personal experience, which may enable us 
to appreciate the profits to be derived from certain raising of the ta- 
riffs. 

Upon the route from Mons to Lille, the freight before the execution of 
the works of improvement of the lower Scarpe, stood at the rate of 8"5 fr. 
per ton ; the total mean movement in the last years, was 260,000 tons ; af- 
ter the improvements upon this river, the freight fell to 4"06 ft., and the 
mean circulation (1839 to 1842) reached 448,000 tons. The distance 
from Mons to Lille being 100 kilometres (62 miles) by railroad, these 
two prices correspond to 0"085 ft. and 0'04 ft. per kilometre, (2"54 cts. 
and 1"19 cts. per mile.) 

At  the price of 0"04 ft., a railroad company, which should expend 
nearly 0"02 ft. per ton per kilometre (0"598 cts. per mile) upon such a 
distance, would obtain a net product of 0"02 ft. per unit, or for 448,- 
000 tons 8960 francs. 

On the other hand, at the price of 0"085 fr. the profit would be 
0"065 fr. per ton per kilometre, its total, notwithstanding the correspond- 
ing reduction of traffic to -060,000 tons, would have attained a figure 
nearly double, or 16,900 francs. 

In a similar case, there would then be a considerable advantage ia 
raising the tariff from 0"04 fr., a figure nearly equal to the rate of the 
actual reductions up to 0"085 ft., a rate inferior to tha: of the char- 
tered schedule of prices, even though the circulation be notably re- 
duced by the increased cost of transportation. 

The raising of the tariffs, so advantageous between certain limits to 
companies, is not operated suddenly : the necessary circumspection al- 
ways imposed by great industrial interests~ the ignorance of the precise 
law of the variations of traffic, the fear by too sudden a rise of reviving 
discouraging rivalries, all combine to urge upon companies a progres- 
sive empirical march, and an approach, by trials, to the figures which 
shall yield a net maximum product. 

We have seen that the common roads cannot compete with rail- 
roads : when the considerable material of which the canal disposes, 
shall by losses, fall below the needs of circulation, commerce will not 
be tempted to construct costly vehicles whose ruin lays at the mercy of 
ulterior abatements of tariffs. 

Thus the gradual increase of tolls, operated with a wise moderation, 
will without any risk, increase the profits of companies ; they will ad- 
vance necessarily towards this end, aided by tile increase of freight, 
which will be realized at the expense of commerce upon navigable lines~ 
as soon as their material shall have become insufficient. 

A sudden increase in the cost of transportation would certMnlylead to 
industrial and commercial catastrophes : a progressive increase would 
favor the transition, but would produce definite effects of the same or- 
der in making fabrications more costly, and thus checking the indus- 
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trial range. In being tardily brought to pass, the pressure would be 
none the less real, none the less fatal. 

11. The maximum of chartered rates, cannot then, as we have seen, 
constitute a guarantee against monopoly for the transportation of heavy 
masses, since the interest of companies determines their holding below 
them. This well-understood interest will not constitute a real guar- 
antee against an ulterior raising of the taxes, temporarily reduced irL 
the presence of competition ; and in reality there exists against the 
dangers which threaten the industrial interest, but one moderating 
efficacious action, that of the competition of navigable routes. To 
their existcnce we owe the reductions of price accorded by the com- 
panies, for many years past, and which at first were regarded as uto- 
pian : have we not heard a commission of the Belgian chambers de- 
clare in 1843, that the State railroad couhl not transport without loss, 
under 0"07 ft. per ton per kilometre, and do we not daily see the 
French companies working with profit at the rate of 0"03 ft. to 0"04 fr. 
(0"897 cts. to 1"19 cts. per mile) ? 

These so precious advantages for industry, wMeh the competition of 
canals alone has procured, and which it alone can assure for the fu- 
ture, shows how great a public interest belongs to the maintenance of 
this fruitful rivalry. Thus the state cannot, without compromising 
the industry of the country, without a veritable suicide, allow the in- 
troduction in the differential tariffs of companies of favoring prices, of 
true premiums, for the encouragement of an interdict upon tile rivers 
and canals, the great part of which it owns and works. The exclusive 
clause (clause d'abonnement), the last arm of an unbridled competi- 
tion against the navigable routes, the sole effectual guarantee against 
the dangers of monopoly, should be strenuously repelled. 

12. The suppression of these exclusive tariffs, the radical modifica- 
tions which we have proposed for the differential taxes, will undoubt- 
edly render less unequal the conditions of the strife, and will be 
point gained. But still it will exist, and restrained even within these 
limits, the power of the railway will -vet be re@ threatening for the 
future of navigable routes. 

In the first year following the opening of the northern railroad, the 
public administration felt the necessity of improving the competing 
navigable routes. In the basins of the Aa and Escaut, the bases of 
collection were regulated, the price of tolls was reduced, and numerous 
improvements were perseveringly adopted in the condition of the work- 
ing stock, and in the working of the lines ; thanks to these tutelary 
measures, the boating interests were maintained, and, up to the pre- 
sent, its general traffic has continued to increase. Still, we have seert 
how much more rapid has been the progress of the railroad, and how 
it draws the merchandise which seemed to belong exclusively to the 
canals. The extension of traffic and the progressive development in 
the working stock of railroads, render the danger as great now as it 
was m 1849. As then, it has become necessary to counsel and act 
ibr the support of the navigable routes, which alone can assure the 
country a constant moderation of taxes upon raih'oads. 

25" 
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Well convinced of the vitality of navigation, this admirable instru- 
ment of economical transportation, we firmly believe in its ultimate 
powers of resistance, and we will endeavor to indicate here, with the 
reasons of our hope, the measures necessary to realize it. 

13. The tolls with which rivers and canals are burthened, although 
not high in their mean rate, yet far surpass, upon some lines where 
there is a great competition, the amount of the expenses of mainte- 
nance. I t  is thus that, between Belgium and :Ppris, the total of navi- 
gation duties, notwithstanding the reductions already assented to, 
amounts to . . 
While the cost of maintenance of the lines to which they 6,000,000 fr. 

apply~ scarcely reaches 800,000 ~' 

Leaving for net products or impost, 5,200,000 fr. 

The mean net product of tolls upon all the canals directed by the 
state, exceeds .'2800 francs per kilometre (~;837 per mile), and so far 
excecds the cost of maintenance. Upon the conceded routes, the dif- 
ference is still greater. 

I f  then it can be said that, upon certain lines the tolls represent at 
most the expense of maintenance, the assertion does not apply to the 
general network, and especially to the most frequented routes. There 
remains, then, to be made, a great reduction upon the rate of tolls, 
and we add that, for some of the routes, this diminution, eminently 
useful to the general interests, would at the same time be an act of 
rigorous justice. 

When the state makes a new canal, it should undoubtedly seek to 
l"eceive from its tolls, independently of the sums necessary for main- 
tenance, the interest of capital d~votcd to its establishment. This 
interest, which the public treasure should obtain, under penalty of 
favoring, at the expense of all, the neighboring localities of the new 
canal, comes into its possession in different ways; first, the tolls, then 
the ulterior increase, of direct and indirect taxes, resulting from the 
industrial and comn~ercial developments produced by the circulation 
of the new route. 

Often it happens, that the impost of tolls furnishes alone the main- 
• tenance of the way, and the interest and redemption of the capital; 
this is the case in the conccssions. At other times, the canals are 
made by the localities, or paid for by them ; sometimes it is a matter 
of expired concessions, which have effccted a reimbursement of capita], 
or of lines executed by the state having a long time since repaid its 
advances, by the excess of receipts above expenses. 

In the last three cases, every toll above the cost of maintenance 
becomes a veritable tax, unjust, because it strikes upon an instrument 
of production~ upon a utensil ; fo ta l ,  because it tends to restrict the 
route, and to replace the natural difficulties which it has overcome, by 
an artificial obstacle of tariffs. The evil resulting from their too great 
elevation is general: it reacts upon the commerce and industry which 
feed the canal; the treasury itself is often affected by the pressure 
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exerted by the tariffs upon the different sources of public revenue. 
When, on the contrary, tile state or the companies lower tile tariffs, 
the loss they experience is always inferior to the amount of the reduc- 
tion, because there follows naturally from it a development of traffic, 
which is transferred into an increase of revenue of every kind, even of 
tolls. The Sambre and the canal joining the Sambre with the Oise, 
present a striking example of this fact ; by a reduction of 05 per cent. 
operated upon the tariffs in 184i, the returns rose the year following 
from 239,048 to 449,248 francs; it ]ias not ceased to increase up till 
1849, when a new reduction, nearly similar in rate, brought the reve- 
nue from 1,200,°58 to 1,406,860 francs. Tiros each of these abate- 
ments of tariffs have been followed by a considerable increase of re- 
ceipts, and they have not ceased to rise even till the opening of the 
riv~l railway ; they had attained in 1856, a total of 2,060,273 francs, 
which gives, in sixteen years, an increase of eight-fold (1,829,225 
francs upon 239,048 francs). We have also seen reductions made in 
1849 upon the whole of the northern rivers and canals, produce, ia 
less than five years, a total increase of 1,783,566 francs in the yield 
of tolls, and carried from 5,594,499 to 7,378,065 francs. 

In this particular case, the advantage reaped by commerce is far 
superior to the reduction made upon the fees of navigation; the latter 
guaranties the permanence of those already granted upon competing 
routes; thus its effect is double, and reacts effectively upon the circu- 
lation, which the navigable routes do not traverse. 

We cannot here indicate all the reductions to be made, and limit 
ourselves to pointing out a serious inequality which bears upon the 
lines of the basins of the Aa, of Escaut, and the Saint Quentin canal. 
Oil, placed by all the other schedules of tariffs in the last rank of tax- 
able commodities, is here held in the first class, and pays the highest 
tax. I t  is the last vestige of the exceptional regime which these 
routes have so long suffered ; it would be well to annul it, especially 
~vhen the newly discovered oil mines of Pas-lte-Calais, and the con- 
stantly increasing consumption of this combustible yield to the eco- 
nomy of its transportation a greater value than ever. 

The facts above given, show how great is the public interest in re- 
ducing the tolls. Before leaving this subject, as a measure of the 
extent of advantages to be realized in this way, we would suggest that 
upon a single line (from Belgium to Paris), a diminution of 87 per 
cent. (5,200,000 upon 6,000,000 francs) might be made without chang- 
ing the resources necessary for the maintenance of the various canals 
and rivers of which it is composed. 

14. The material improvements of which navigable routes are sus- 
ceptible, constitute a second class in a progress of unquestioned value. 
I f  now it is difficult to devise the establishment of any new extended 
canal, if, in most cases, a profound study of this kind of question 
leads to a negative solution,* it is otherwise, in the matter of the im- 
l~rovement of existing routes already traversed by a great circulation. 

*The latest proposed canals have cost at a mean 240,000 francs the kilometre ($71,760 the mile); at thin 
rate, there would be needed for interest, maintenance, and reimbursement, at l .ast  14,000 francs per kilo. 
metre ($1186 per mile), Now, in presence of railroads, the tolls cannot cxce~,d 0'02 franc per ton (0"598 ¢t.) 
We ahould then count Ul)Oa a traffic of 700,000 toas,which f~w lines aLtain, cvca after maaZ year~. 
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All expenses are thus productive, and some beyond all previous hope. 

Some examples, selected from many northern lines, give evidence 
of the great gain attendant upon such works. 

The author here gives a table in which the cost of improvements 
upon the 
Eseaut and St. Quentin canal are set at 6,000,000 fr. 
Those upon the lower Scarpe and Deule at . 2,650,000 " 

Total, 8,650,000 " 
It appears that the total annual gain of 1847 over the year ]833, 

or that resulting from the execution of the works, rose to 8,939,768 ft., 
and thus exceeded the amount of c~tpital expended, the interest being 
over 100 per cent. 

All the useful expenditures for the improvement of canals will not 
of course be so productive. But we may affirm with certainty that 
upon the great arteries whose circulation varies from 300 to 1200 thou- 
sand tons, all the works which may facilitate the passage of boats, will 
return with usury to the public the sacrifices made for their execution. 

Results of high importance may often be obtained in operating upon 
l~ncs with small traffic. Thus in the improvement of the upper Lys and 
the Lawe rivers, but little frequented, its influence was felt at the same 
time upon the competing canal from Aire to the Bass~e, and so there 
will be a positive reduction in the cost of transportation of heavy 
masses, now exceeding 400,000 tons, which will undoubtedly be in- 
creased, from the workings of the oil mines recently discovered in t)as - 
de-Calais. 

The :Northern navigation has for forty years been the object of nu- 
merous works, and still we may without undervaluing the improve- 
ments effeeted affirm, that there remains yet much to be done. :Now 
if this is true for this part of France, where the navigable lines have 
reached a great relative perfection, why should we not expect else- 
where, useful conquests to be made, and important economies to be 
realized ? 

We should place in the first rank, the improvement of rivers which 
unite or prolong the canals ; with these relatively little costly works we 
may increase the value of extended lines, which in good condition upou 
the greater part of their development, are often paralyzed by defect 
of anchorage and different obstacles upon the rivers from which they de- 
rive their flow. Other improvements may undoubtedly be proposed ; but 
their research is foreign to our purpose : we only desire to show what 
advances can be made in this direction. The studies which the go- 
vernment have prescribed to determine the expenses called for in the 
improvement of navigable routes bear witness of its deep solicitude 
for them, and of its confidence in their success. 

15. It remains to examine the special conditions of the working of 
navigable routes, and to search out the economies of which they are 
susceptible. 

The expenses of transportation comprise : 
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]st.  The general expenses independent of the distance. 
2d. The special expenses applicable to the line. 
The general expenses may be valued as a mean at 1 fr. per ton for 

oil (including the customs), and are distributed as follows : 

Insurance, . 0"100 ft. 
:Freight commissions, . 0'075 " 
Cilarge paid by boatman, . 0"090 '~ 
Customs, . . 0"035 " 
20 days wharfage, 0'700 " 

1"000 ft. 

An increase in the draft of boats, a better organization of stoppages, 
and the hastening the discharge, concur to reduce the expenses. The 
first measure will admit of an increase from 200 to 270 tons per boat; 
the second will yield 330 days of navigation yearly, instead of 275; 
the third will reduce the time of stopping from 20 to 15 days. 

Thus the part of the general expense, answering to the days of stop- 
page, 0.70 fr., may be progressively reduced to 

275 x 200 x 15 
0"70 = 0"32 fr. 

330 × 270x20  
Which gives an economy of 0"38 ft. and reduces the cost of general 
expense applicable to these transportations to 0"62 fr. 

When we compare the necessary forces to draw the same useful 
load upon canals and railroads, in their ordinary working condition, 
we find a great difference in favor of navigable routes. 

Thus for hauling a boat 5 m. (16"4 ft.) wide, drawing 1"3 m. (4'26 
ft.) of water, and carrying 225 tons of useful load with a velocity of 
2 kilometres (1"24 miles) per hour (1"8 ft. per second) upon a canal 
with 18 square metres (193~- sq. ft.) of section, there is required an ef- 
fort of 72"05 kil. "(159 lbs.)* 

Upon a railroad, the gross weight corresponding to the same load 
of 225 tons will be 375 tons (locomotive and tender included), and the 
corresponding effort at the rate of 4 kilogrammes (8"82 lbs.) per ton 
will be 1500 kilogrammes (3308 lbs.) 

Here undoubtedly lays the true power of the navigable route ; but 
while appreciating its superiority in this respect, we must not exag- 
gerate its importance, nor disregard the conditions. I f  we look for 
greater speed upon canals, the effort necessary for this increases pro- 
portionally to the square of the velocity,t and to attain the speed giv- 

* The formula, given by D'Aubuissou des Voisins, in his Traite d'hydraulique : 
S 2 V 2 

= 14o k. ~ gives in this c a ~  ~ = 14o k. (7.5o X o'.~5)~ 
is + 15 

Tee tame equations in units of feet and Ibs. is 
82 ¥2 

= 2 ' 6 6 4  - - - -  
c - l -  2s 

See page 297 Bennett's translation. 

~'We leave oat of  the question fast boatu, necessarily very light, for which the resistance follows another 
law. 
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en to the transportation of bulky merchandise upon railroads (20 kil- 
ometres or 12"42 miles per hour) requires an effort one hundred times 
greater than the above calculated, or 7205 kilogrammes, and as upon 
the railroad the effort for this velocity is but 1500 kilogrammes, the 
proportion between the two routes is completely reversed. The great 
economy of transportation by the canal supposes implicitly a moderate 
speed ; but in diminishing the velocity to reduce the expense of haul- 
age, we increase the expenses in boating, material, and equipage, which 
are used a greater length of time ; it follows that there must exist in 
each particular case~ a velocity corresponding with the minimum net 
cost. 

(To be Continued..) 

On the Results of Trials of Varieties of Iron _Permanent Way. By 
Mr. F. Fox, M. Inst. C. E. 

From Newton's London Journal~ Mareh~ 1861. 

The author stated, that he did not wish to be thought an advocate 
for the superiority of either of the systems tried over other plans, or 
of iron over timber for permanent way, under any and all circum- 
stances ; his object being merely to record results of actual trials~ and 
the conclusions to which they led. 

In 1853, an experimental length of a quarter of a mile (double line) 
of iron way, on the principle of Mr. I. J. Macdonnell (M. Inst. C. E.,) 
was laid on the Bristol and Exetdr Railway. It  consisted of a continu- 
ous rolled iron rail bearer, weighing, on an average, 83½ ]bs. per lineal 
yard, and 11 inches in width. The bearers were united by joint or sad- 
dle plates 30 inches in length, weighing 50½ lbs. each. The bearers 
had a rise in the centre of ~9,~ths of an inch, and a rib or tongue was 
rolled on the upper side, which fitted approximately into the hollow of 
the bridge rail. The rails originally laid weighed only 53~.lbs. per 
yard. Between the rail and the bearer, a thin packing of pine wood 
was placed, the grain being in the direction of the length of the rail. 
The rails, the bearers, and the joint plates, were bolted together, the 
distances between the intermediate bolts being so arranged as to admit 
of a rail being readily turned by unscrewing the nuts, or of a new rail 
being put in, without "opening out" the ballast. Transoms, or cross 
tics of angle iron were placed at average intervals of 12 feet between 
the two rails, and 24 feet between the two lines. This system differed 
from the Barlow way, in having the rail or wearing surface separate 
and easily removable from the bearing surface; but, on the other 
hand, it considerably exceeded the Barlow rail in weight. After a 
wear of more than seven years, this length of iron way was in good 
condition, and bid fair to continue so for some time to come. About 
one-third of the rails proved defective within the first two years and 
had been replaced by rails weighing 60 ]bs. to the yard. The ballast, 
which was very indifferent, being a loamy gravel, had been well drain- 
ed, and thicker packing, laid with the grain transversely to the direction 


